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Applications of electron paramagnetic resonance
spectroscopy to heavy main-group radicals

George E. Cutsail III *a,b

The exploration of heavy main-group radicals is rapidly expanding, for which electron paramagnetic reso-

nance (EPR) spectroscopic characterisation plays a key role. EPR spectroscopy has the capacity to deliver

information of the radical’s electronic, geometric and bonding structure. Herein, foundations of electron-

nuclear hyperfine analysis are detailed before reviewing more recent applications of EPR spectroscopy to

As, Sb, and Bi centred radicals. Additional diverse examples of the application of EPR spectroscopy to

other heavy main group radicals are highlighted.

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is an
extremely valuable tool for the characterisation of unpaired
electrons of both radicals and paramagnetic transition metal
complexes. Although main-group compounds are less prone to
form paramagnetic spin-states, numerous light-atom (e.g. C,
N, O and P) centred radicals are known.1 In fact, many of these
persistent radicals, such as Frémy’s salt (K2[ON(SO3)2]) and the
Gomberg radical (Ph3C

•), pre-date the invention of EPR
spectroscopy.2,3 However, the isolation and subsequent EPR
characterisation of stable heavy main-group radicals, periods 4

to 6, is much less common.1 More recently, new synthetic
approaches and efforts have dramatically increased the variety
of isolated and characterized heavy main-group paramagnetic
radical complexes. Alongside these new complexes, the appli-
cation of EPR spectroscopy to heavy main-group radicals has
expanded also, including recent characterization of heavy
Group 13,4–8 149–12 and 15 radicals.13–26

EPR spectroscopy yields valuable coordination environment
and electronic structure information. The main-group
elements are diverse in their nuclear properties, Fig. 1, includ-
ing a variety of nuclear spin-states at high abundances that
will yield complex and rich electron-nuclear hyperfine inter-
actions. EPR techniques are therefore able to elucidate ligand
identity and determine radical(metal)–ligand covalencies and
bonding structures.

Diphenylpnictanyl radicals

Fundamental case studies of heavy main-group radicals in the
1970s serve as excellent examples and tutorials for the basis of
our analysis of these radicals. Ultraviolet irradiation of single
crystals of triphenylphosphine, -arsine and -antimony yields
diphenylphosphinyl, -arsinyl, or -antimony radicals: Ph2E

•, E =
P, As and Sb.23,24,28 Single crystal EPR analysis of the Ph2E

•

radicals exhibit a S = 1/2 signal. In the basic EPR
experiment,27,29,30 the degeneracy of the unpaired electron
spin, ms = ±1/2, is split by the magnetic field. A constant micro-
wave wavelength is used during the experiment and one
sweeps the magnetic field so that when the Zeeman’s splitting
energy matches the microwave energy at given magnetic field,
a transition occurs. Observed transitions, reported as individ-
ual g-values or a complete g-tensor, are the measurement of
their deviation from the value for a free electron, ge = 2.0023…,
and depend on a variety of factors, but are not limited to, the
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electron’s chemical and molecular environment, symmetry, ligand
field, and spin–orbit coupling (SOC). The rhombic g-tensor (g1 >
g2 > g3) measured for the Ph2E

• radicals exhibit increased g-an-
isotropy as observed by larger spectral width (Δ = g1–g3) going from
P → As → Sb, expected for the increased SOC of E. For these Ph2E

•

radicals, the gy value is aligned with the unpaired electron’s p
orbital, Fig. 2, and is near to the value of ge. The g-values with the
largest positive deviation from ge lie in the C–E–C bonding plane,
as expected for AB2

• type radical.24,31

The single crystal EPR spectrum’s primary Zeeman inter-
action is further split by electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction
of the radical’s unpaired electron with its own nuclear centre
and/or neighbouring nuclei. Analysis of the hyperfine tensor

allows for detailed magnetic structure determinations. While
both 31P and 75As are present at 100% natural abundance
allowing for simple analysis, Fig. 1, 121Sb and 123Sb exist in
close populations but have different nuclear spins (I = 7/2 and
5/2, respectively) producing 8- and 6-line splitting patterns
respectively, scaled relative to one another by their gn values.

To extract information from the hyperfine tensor (A),
several interactions must be considered. The hyperfine tensor
is generally comprised of both local and non-local inter-
actions. The non-local interaction is a through-space dipolar
coupling (Tnonloc) that follows a follows a ∼1/r3 distance
relationship between the electron–spin and neighbouring
nuclei (i.e. ligands).32 The local hyperfine components contain
both isotropic and anisotropic hyperfine contributions. The
isotropic hyperfine component (aiso = (A1 + A2 + A3)/3) is
approximated to be proportional to s orbital spin density
because only the s orbital wavefunction has electron prob-
ability at the nucleus.32,33 An estimate of the s orbital spin
density (or spin population)† is made by ρ(s) = aiso/a0, where a0
is the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant for a given nucleo-
tide.‡ The anisotropic component (Tloc) is an axial tensor, [−t,
−t, 2t], and is traceless (sum of the three components is zero).
Tloc is a measure of the p (and/or d) orbital spin density reflect-
ing the zero probability of finding the electron at the
nucleus.32,33 The p orbital spin density is estimated by ρ(p) = t/
b0, where t is the anisotropic hyperfine coupling and b0 is the
anisotropic hyperfine coupling constant.32 Addition of the
three components yields the observed hyperfine tensor, A =
aiso + Tloc + Tnonloc.

While absolute hyperfine signs are not directly measured in
the EPR experiment, one may assign expected signs for the
radical’s hyperfine tensor based on a few simple logical cases.
Following convention, the unpaired electron has positive spin
density and the radical centre must have positive aiso and/or t
values. Take the diphenylantimony radical observed values of
A(121Sb) = [|352|, |704|, |352|] MHz,23 all positive values would
yield aiso = +469 MHz and t = +117 MHz (T = A − aiso). Given
a0(

121Sb) = +35 098 MHz and b0(
121Sb) = +629 MHz,27 resultant

spin density estimates would be ρ(Sb s) ∼ +0.013 and ρ(Sb p) ∼
+0.19. While it is expected that the two-coordinate antimony
radical would be localized in a Sb p orbital, this low estimate
of Sb p orbital density would require a majority of the
unpaired electron spin delocalization onto the phenyl groups
and large 1HAr hyperfine couplings,23 however, no resolved 1H
splittings are observed. Evaluation of the [−A1, +A2, −A3]
assigned hyperfine signs yields approximately zero Sb s orbital
spin density and a dipolar coupling of t = +352 MHz corres-
ponding to ρ(Sb p) ∼ +0.56. The latter is accepted as the

Fig. 1 NMR active isotopes of the p block with relevant nucleotides,
percent natural abundances, nuclear spin (I) and nuclear g-values (gn).
Data taken from ref. 27.

Fig. 2 Orbital diagram of the Ph2E
• radical centres (E = As and Sb) with

corresponding g-tensor and dipolar, T, hyperfine coupling constants
obtained from single crystal EPR experiments.23,24 The figure is partially
adapted from M. Geoffroy, L. Ginet and E. A. C. Lucken, J. Chem. Phys.,
1976, 65, 729–732, with the permission of AIP Publishing.

†While the term “spin density” is used throughout this article, it is formally
incorrect. Spin density is the 3D functional representation of the unpaired spin
in space. “Spin population” better refers to the arbitrary partitioning of the
unpaired spin onto individual atoms or orbitals. Historically and currently,
these two terms are used interchangeably within the EPR community.
‡Excellent resources of isotropic (a0) and anisotropic (b0) hyperfine coupling
constants are Appendix H of ref. 27 and 33.
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correct sign assignment where the unpaired electron is in a
nearly pure Sb p orbital perpendicular to the C–Sb–C plane
with partial delocalization of the unpaired spin onto the
phenyl ligands, Fig. 2. The Ph2P

• exhibits more localized p
orbital radical character with ρ(P p) ∼ +0.94 and Ph2As

• has
ρ(As p) ∼ +0.74 density (using a0 values from ref. 27). A clear
periodic trend is observed for the radical p orbital spin density
(P > As > Sb) where the larger E centre allows for more delocali-
zation of the radical electron onto the ligands. It was suggested
that the phenyl rings may reorient to allow better unpaired
spin delocalisation into its π orbitals.23

Geoffroy et al. were able to resolve an additional quadrupole
interaction of the I = 3/2 75As nuclei, yielding additional elec-
tronic insight from the measured electric field gradient.24 The
quadrupole interaction further corroborated the assignment of
unpaired electron to a single p orbital and the asymmetry of
the quadrupole tensor led to an C–As–C bond angle estimation
of 96 to 99°, in excellent agreement with the triphenylarsane
complex,34 demonstrating that no significant rearrangement
of the As centre occurs in the crystal upon irradiation.

EPR spectroscopy of heavy Group 15
radicals

Recently, I have had the privilege to study and characterise the
stable neutral radicals [L(Cl)Ga]2As

•,15 [L(Cl)Ga]2Sb
•,17,25 and

[L(I)Ga]2Bi
• 25 containing paramagnetic As, Sb and Bi centres,

Fig. 3 (L = HC[C(Me)N(Dip)]2, Dip = 2,6-i-Pr2C6H3). The homo-
leptic [L(X)Ga] coordinated radicals all exhibit broad and
complex multiline EPR spectra from the various 75As, 121,123Sb,
and 203Bi centres and superhyperfine splitting from the equi-
valent 69,71Ga ligands. The breadth of the EPR spectrum and
g-anisotropy increases with the SOC of the main-group
element. Refinement of the EPR parameters, including the g-
tensor, and metal (As/Sb) and ligand Ga hyperfine tensors was
only successfully achieved through multifrequency EPR ana-
lysis. Here, increased resolution of the g-tensor is gained with
increased microwave frequency (and increased magnetic field
strength), but the magnitude of hyperfine splittings is insensi-
tive to the external magnetic field strength. This allows the g-
and A-tensors to be more well refined than in a single micro-
wave frequency experiment previously employed for other
Group 15 radicals that present spectra of high complexity.20,35

The high-field features of the X-band spectrum of [L(Cl)
Ga]2E

• radicals (E = As and Sb) present sharp superhyperfine
features that allowed precise determination of the lowest g-
value (g3) and its corresponding hyperfine couplings, Fig. 3.
The two approximately equivalent Ga ligands further split the
As or Sb hyperfine in 2NI + 1 fashion, however this is compli-
cated by the two different nuclear isotopes of Ga with slightly
different gn and differing natural abundances, Fig. 1 and 3.
The complete mixture of natural abundance isotope inter-
actions may be simulated through common EPR software
packages such as EasySpin.36 The highly anisotropic As or Sb
A-tensors observed in these radicals have large dipolar com-
ponents. Decomposition of their hyperfine tensors similar to
the procedure described for Ph2E

• reveals that [L(Cl)Ga]2E
• are

indeed E p centred radicals: ρ(E p > 0.80). Partial delocaliza-
tion of the unpaired electron onto the Ga ligands (∼4%) is also
estimated. No resolved hyperfine coupling to the halides or
nitrogen atoms of the ligands have been observed in the EPR
spectra. Recently, isolation of [L(X)Ga]2Sb

• varying X = Cl, Br
and I shows that the coordinated halide to the Ga ligand does
not influence the electronics of the Sb radical as these all have
similar g- and A(Ga, Sb)-tensors.17

Despite the unique similar electronic character of the As
and Sb radicals observed, the radicals are not produced
through identical synthetic procedures.18,25,37 The reactions
require weak As/Sb–R bonds for homolytic bond cleavage and
radical formation as previous mechanistic studies have shown
and which are summarized in Fig. 4. Reactions of LGa with
Cp*SbCl2 yield the desired [L(Cl)Ga]2Sb

• radical and 0.5
equivalents of decamethylfulvalene (Cp*2) as a by-product
from the homolytic cleavage of one Cp* ligand. Attempts to
react LGa with Cp*AsCl2 yields complex LGavAsCp* via
LGaCl2 elimination and no radical formation is observed.15

However, utilization of a bulkier aryl-substituted ligand, CpAr,
yields the desired [L(Cl)Ga]2As

• product and a new stable CpAr•

radical that may be separated and characterized by EPR spec-
troscopy,15 Fig. 4. The aryl-substituents of the CpAr• ligand
have lower As–C bond strength than the Cp* ligand, helping
force homolytic As–C bond cleavage and stable radical product
formation. Furthermore, the aryl substituents further electro-

Fig. 3 The homoleptic [L(Cl)Ga]2E
•, X-band (9.6 GHz) EPR spectra of

E = As and Sb, and Q-band (34 GHz) EPR spectrum of E = Sb with
corresponding simulations. The figure inset details the superhyperfine
splitting resulting from the equivalent [L(Cl)Ga] ligands and naturally
abundant nuclear isotopes. As• data adapted with permission from
C. Helling, C. Wölper, Y. Schulte, G. E. Cutsail and S. Schulz, Inorg.
Chem., 2019, 58, 10323–10332. Copyright 2019 American Chemical
Society. Sb• data reproduced from C. Ganesamoorthy et al.25 under a CC
BY 4.0 license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), Copyright
2018 The Authors.
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nically stabilize the cyclopentadienyl’s radical electron. The
Sb–C bond of the Cp*SbCl2 reactant appears as weak or weaker
than the As–C(CpAr) bond strength due its ability to form the
Sb centred radical via homolytic bond cleavage. While Cp*2
product formation is monitored by NMR spectroscopy during
the generation of the [L(Cl)Ga]2Sb

• radical, the stability of the
CpAr• product makes it a potential target for in situ EPR spec-
troscopic reaction monitoring, a possibility that has yet to be
explored.

The magnitude of the E centre’s hyperfine coupling reflects
its degree of delocalization. The hyperfine of the
[BptEvEBpt]•− [Bpt = bis[bis(trimethylsilyl)methyl]-4-[tris(tri-
methylsilyl)methyl]phenyl] radicals38 is approximately half
that of the mononuclear E• radicals detailed above. This sup-
ports that the unpaired electron is delocalized in an E–E π*
orbital and therefore, the measured unpaired spin density is
split among the two equivalent E centres. In these examples,
analysis of the hyperfine couplings demonstrate the delocaliza-
tion of the radical’s electron in a metal–metal bond/antibond-
ing orbital.38

Radical tuning

While the majority of heavy main-group radicals have been
(semi-)symmetric and homoleptic in their coordination

sphere, our characterization of the [L(Cl)Ga]2Sb
• radical

inspired the design and isolation of heterolyptic Sb radicals to
study the electronic influences of the ligands. Here, one Ga
ligand is replaced by a B, C or N based ligand (R = B[N(Dip)
CH]2, 2,6-Mes2C6H3, or N(SiMe3)Dip, respectively), Fig. 5.18

The displacement of the electropositive Ga metal ligand with
these light element-based ligands has immediately apparent
electronic structure influences, observed in the EPR spectra,
Fig. 5A. The amount of g-anisotropy, measured by the g1 value,
decreases with increased electronegativity of the ligand,
Fig. 5B. Absorption spectroscopy also reveals transitions in the
range of 605 to 875 nm, Fig. 5C, assigned to HOMO → SOMO
transitions.

It is reasoned that the more electronegative N donor desta-
bilizes the SOMO due to its lone-pair and electron donation to
the Sb centre. The less electronegative B ligand further stabil-
izes the SOMO through its empty π orbital. Absorption spec-
troscopy supports this assigned stabilization as [L(Cl)Ga]BSb•

Fig. 4 The E–C bond strength determines whether homolytic E–C
bond cleavage occurs to form [L(Cl)Ga]2E

• radical (top and bottom reac-
tions) or LGaCl2 elimination to form EvGa double-bond product
(middle reaction). Figure is adapted with permission from C. Helling, C.
Wölper, Y. Schulte, G. E. Cutsail and S. Schulz, Inorg. Chem., 2019, 58,
10323–10332. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 5 (A) Frozen solution Q-band (34 GHz) EPR spectra of [L(Cl)Ga]
RSb•, black, overlaid with simulations, coloured lines. (B) Determined g1
value vs. electronegativity of the R ligand of [L(Cl)Ga]RSb• radicals,
where R = L(Cl)Ga, B[N(Dip)CH]2, 2,6-Mes2C6H3, or N(SiMe3)Dip. (C)
Room-temperature UV/Vis absorption spectra of [L(Cl)Ga]RSb• radicals
with photograph (inset) of prepared solutions. (D) Variable-temperature
X-band (∼9.5 GHz) EPR spectroscopy of [L(Cl)Ga]NSb•. Data reproduced
from C. Helling et al.18 under a CC BY 4.0 license (http://creativecom-
mons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), Copyright 2020 The Authors.
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has the lowest energy absorption transition, Fig. 5C. The
observed EPR trend complements the observed absorption
spectroscopic trends as the g-shift (primarily g1 in these com-
plexes) is proportional to the energy gap of the ground-state
electron and low-lying excited states, Fig. 5B. Ultimately, the
combined spectroscopic characterization of the radical’s elec-
tronic structure rationalizes the ability of [L(Cl)Ga]BSb• (Fig. 5)
to form the SbvB double-bonded complex by an one electron
reduction process.18

Our characterization of As and Sb radicals has predomi-
nantly been performed at low temperatures with frozen solu-
tions. In my experience, low temperatures are required to over-
come the fast electron relaxation behaviour of these heavy
radical centres, reflecting their metal-like character.39,40

However, substantial amounts of main-group radical character-
ization have relied only on solution-phase EPR characterization
and hyperfine analysis.1,13,19,22 In room-temperature EPR spec-
troscopy, the rapid tumbling of the molecule averages the an-
isotropic contributions to the spectrum and directly measures
giso and aiso values. The minimal s orbital spin density esti-
mated from measured aiso couplings have been used to infer
large p orbital localization of the electron.19 However, only
through the measurement of the anisotropic hyperfine tensor
in frozen solution, powder or crystal samples, may this
assumption be confirmed.

Measurement of room-temperature spectra of heavy main-
group radicals is not always feasible, as shown by variable-
temperature EPR spectroscopy of [L(Cl)Ga]NSb•, Fig. 5D. The
room-temperature isotropic EPR spectrum is nearly 300 G wide
(peak-to-peak) and offers no resolved Sb hyperfine couplings.
The giso measured is in excellent agreement with that deter-
mined from the average of the frozen solution’s g-tensor.
These results highlight the importance of employing low-
temperature EPR techniques for such heavy main-group
radicals.

EPR spectroscopy of bismuth radicals

An emerging area of interest is the isolation and characteriz-
ation of stable bismuth radicals which exhibit metal-like beva-
hior.40 To date, only a few bismuth radicals have been
characterized19,22,25,26 and their EPR spectra recorded.25,26

Isolation of low-valent bismuth centres is difficult to achieve
as these complexes are prone to overreduction and dispropor-
tionation reactions. Due to the challenges, the isolation and
characterization of stable Bi(II) radicals is of great curiosity.

Several examples of P–P and As–As bonded diamagnetic
dimers exist at room temperatures but undergo homolytic clea-
vage of the E–E bond to form E-centred radicals at elevated
temperatures (∼350 K) as monitored by EPR spectroscopy.41,42

The RH
2Sb

• and RH
2Bi

• radicals (RH
2 = 1,1,4,4-tetrakis(tri-

methylsilyl)butane-1,4-diyl), Fig. 6, stabilized in solution by
Ishida et al. are also produced by the homolytic cleavage of the
Sb–Sb or Bi–Bi bonds of their parent RH

2EER
H
2 dimers.19,22

The room-temperature EPR spectrum of RH
2Sb

• exhibits a

broad signal with a giso value significantly shifted from ge but
no resolved Sb hyperfine is observed, Fig. 6. The detection of
Bi centred radicals becomes more challenging because heavier
Z atoms typically exhibit faster electron spin relaxation,22

necessitating that low temperature spectra are recorded.
However, these RH

2Sb
• and RH

2Bi
• radicals exist in equilibrium

with the dimeric distibane and dibismuthane complexes
where the equilibrium shifts towards the diamagnetic dimers
at lower temperatures as evidenced by UV-vis absorption spec-
troscopy. The thermodynamic behaviour of these heavier Sb
and Bi radical/dimer complexes is opposite to other lighter P
and As examples, making preparations of frozen EPR samples
of the radical difficult.22

The potential employment of rapid-freeze quench tech-
niques to trap a larger population of the radical at room-temp-
erature (or elevated temperatures when the thermodynamics
favours radical formation) by “instantaneously” freezing into a
cryobath has yet to be reported or explored for heavy main-
group radicals such as RH

2Bi
• and may be a valuable approach

for the trapping and characterization of such samples. In fact,
the reversibility of a Sn–Sn triple bond cleavage to form Sn•

radicals was supported by the heating of samples to 80 °C and
UV irradiation for 30 minutes before “flash-freezing”.10 The
low-temperature EPR measurements revealed a pronounced
Sn• signal allowing for further characterization.43

Bismuth radicals also exhibit much greater hyperfine coup-
ling than lighter Group 15 radicals.33 For instance, the isotro-
pic hyperfine coupling constant for Bi is more than five times
greater than As, meaning that even the minutest s orbital con-
tribution will significantly broaden the spectrum. The magni-

Fig. 6 (Top) Schematic representation of RH
2Sb

• radical with X-band
room-temperature solution EPR spectrum and schematic representation
of the analogous RH

2Bi
• radical. (Bottom) Schematic representation of [O

(SiMe2NAr)2]Bi
• and frozen solution X- and Q-band pulsed-detected EPR

spectra yielding an absorption line shape. EPR spectrum of RH
2Sb

• is
reproduced from ref. 22, Copyright 2014 WILEY–VCH Verlag GmbH &
Co. KGaA, Weinheim. EPR spectra of [O(SiMe2NAr)2]2Bi

• are reproduced
from ref. 26, Copyright 2015 WILEY–VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim.
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tude of the hyperfine coupling becomes an important con-
sideration when analysing Bi radicals. For instance, X-band
EPR analysis of [O(SiMe2NAr)2]Bi

• revealed26 that the large
209Bi hyperfine had so largely split the Zeeman interaction,
that only the two lowest energy transitions of the 8 hyperfine
transitions were observable in the X-band EPR spectrum (9.6
GHz; ∼0.3 cm−1 excitation energy), Fig. 6.26 Q-band EPR spec-
troscopy has a larger excitation energy (34 GHz; ∼1.1 cm−1)
and able to record all of the allowed hyperfine transitions,
albeit the experiment was limited by the field strength of the
magnet, Fig. 6.26 We have reported the X- and Q-band EPR
spectra of [L(I)Ga]2Bi

• that exhibits significantly less Bi hyper-
fine coupling in the Q-band spectrum25 than [O(SiMe2NAr)2]
Bi•. The X-band EPR spectrum of [L(I)Ga]2Bi

• also spans
approximately 8000 Gauss and has additional superhyperfine
of the Ga ligands.25 While the X- and Q-band spectra support
the assignment of Bi centred radical, the current inability to
fully refine the EPR parameters of low-symmetry [L(I)Ga]2Bi

•

radical hinders full electronic structure analysis.

Other heavy main-group radicals

Similar explorations of Group 13 radicals6,44–46 are of current
interest and EPR spectroscopy has played a significant role in
characterizing these novel complexes. Two-coordinate Ga, In,
and Tl radicals coordinated by B(NDipCH)2 ligands, were pre-
viously characterized by both low-temperature X- and W-band
(94 GHz) EPR spectroscopies.5 The spectra have resolved Ga,
In or Tl hyperfine couplings and exhibit an increase in the
g-anisotropy with increased atomic number. Here, the multi-
frequency analysis appears to have significantly benefited the
authors to well simulate the complex spectra. Interesting, very
low g-values were observed for Tl (g = [0.6, 0.7, 1.23]) and the
utilization of spin nutation experiments confirm their low
nature. Advanced techniques such as electron nuclear double
resonance (ENDOR) and hyperfine sublevel correlation
(HYSCORE) spectroscopies reveal the small boron and nitro-
gen hyperfine couplings of the ligands, demonstrating that
∼20% of the unpaired spin is delocalized onto the ligand. The
large Ga, In, and Tl hyperfine couplings observed affirm that
the radical is overwhelmingly a metal centred radical.

Heavier Group 14 radical complexes9,10,12,47,48 are of par-
ticular interest for numerous analogues within carbon chem-
istry. Previously, several Group 14 radicals generated within
solid matrixes through 60Co γ-irradiation or other means such
as E–X halogen abstraction have been characterized by EPR
spectroscopy.49 A stable genuine Ge(I) radical supported by the
popular β-diketiminate ligand ([{N(Dip)C(tBu)}2CH]−) was
extensively characterized by EPR and ENDOR spectroscopy.11

This Ge(I)• radical has a giso = 1.988 close to ge with a slightly
rhombic split of the axial spectrum. The general shifts of the
g-values, where a large shift below ge is observed, consistent
with an one electron π radical structure.11 The supporting
ligand exhibits 1H and 14N hyperfine couplings measured by
ENDOR spectroscopy, indicating some delocalisation of the

radical’s spin onto the ligand. While the percent delocalization
is not experimentally estimated, the authors have calculated
the spin density by DFT. The Ge(I)• centre has a spin density
population of ∼85 to 91%, depending on the functional
employed and its degree of Hartree–Fock exchange.11

The Power group in collaboration with the EPR group of
Britt, have characterized a Ge(III) hydride radical product
formed from a Ge(I) radical intermediate’s C–H bond inser-
tion.9 The Ge(I) radical appears very reactive and has precluded
trapping and characterization by EPR. The EPR spectrum of
the Ge(III) hydride product exhibits large 1H proton splittings
and orientation-selective ENDOR spectroscopy50 allowed for
the complete refinement of the hydride’s hyperfine tensor and
orientation relative to the g-tensor. Despite the H atom having
no p or d orbitals, it exhibits a large dipolar anisotropic coup-
ling. Therefore, the dipolar contribution to the hyperfine is
not local (p orbital) but the result of through-space dipolar
couplings. This allowed the authors to estimate the anisotropic
contribution to the hyperfine tensor through a point-dipole
approximation27,32 that suggests the Ge(III)• hydride is pseudo-
planar. The high-resolution and precision of the data, paired
with DFT predictions of the hyperfine tensor, support a locally
trigonal planar Ge(III) radical with SOMO p orbital perpendicu-
lar to the plane, Fig. 7. Doming of the Ge centre out of the
ligand plane as shown by DFT calculations dramatically
increases the predicted aiso

1H-hydride coupling and dipolar
couplings in large disagreement with the experiment, Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 (A) DFT calculated SOMO of Ge(III) hydride exhibiting a p-orbital
radical centre. (B) Predicted hyperfine parameters for distorted and
planar Ge radical centres vs. experimental data. Reprinted with per-
mission from T. Y. Lai, L. Tao, R. D. Britt and P. P. Power, J. Am. Chem.
Soc., 2019, 141, 12527–12530. Copyright 2019 American Chemical
Society.
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Not only does EPR spectroscopy characterise this product as a
Ge(III) hydride, but advanced EPR techniques paired with DFT
return fine structural insight.

Similar to Group 15, the field lacks isolated examples of
stable period 6 radicals. One of the first stable stannyl radicals
isolated featured a three-coordinate Sn(I) site with di-tert-butyl
(methyl)silyl ligands.12 Room-temperature solution EPR spec-
troscopy of this radical featured a giso = 2.0482 and 119Sn iso-
tropic hyperfine couplings of 329 G (a0(

119Sn) = 15 671.8 G), a
magnitude smaller than most previously reported Sn
radicals.12,49 The small isotropic coupling supports minimal s
orbital spin density for the trigonal planar site that is main-
tained in the solution phase. This observed coupling is much
larger than the 8 G Sn hyperfine coupling described for the
[AriPr4SnSnAriPr4]− radical anion where the unpaired electron is
delocalized in an out-of-plane π(Sn–Sn) orbital.47,51

Heavy Group 16 radicals are very underexplored but are of
growing interest as sulphur analogues.1,52 An elegant series of
E = S, Se, Te thermally unstable radical [(2,6-Mes2C6H3E)2]

•+

cations were studied and characterised by multifrequency (X
and Q-band) EPR spectroscopy as frozen solutions.53 For these
radicals, interpretation of the g-values from the rhombic
spectra is much simpler compared to previous examples
because S, Se and Te all have low natural abundant nuclear
active nucleotides, Fig. 1. Mirroring the trends discussed for
Group 15 radicals, the g-anisotropy increases with atomic
number and SOC. The [(2,6-Mes2C6H3E)2]

•+ complexes exhibit
weak but resolved Se or Te hyperfine transitions. The 1H coup-
lings of the m-terphenyl substituents were measured by elec-
tron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopy and
showed decreasing isotropic 1H couplings for the S → Se → Te
centred radicals. The ENDOR experiment here essentially
measures the degree of electron delocalization onto the ligand
showing that the sulphur radical cation has slightly more
unpaired spin delocalization than its Te counterpart.53

Ultimately, the hyperfine analysis and computational efforts
support S/Se/Te centred radicals with greater than 70% of the
unpaired electron centred on the chalcogen atom.

Future outlook

Multifrequency EPR spectroscopy has proven invaluable in
resolving and refining complex superhyperfine patterns that in
turn afford deep magnetic structure and bonding insight. It is
evident that advanced techniques such as electron spin echo
envelope modulation (ESEEM), ENDOR, and HYSCORE spec-
troscopies have great potential to resolve smaller hyperfine
coupling not observed in the EPR spectrum. Employment of
EPR spectroscopy has already proven valuable in determining
the delocalization and covalency of supporting ligands and
more advanced techniques can expand the information
available.

Many of spectroscopic studies of main-group radicals have
been paired with computational efforts to calculate absorption
spectra and magnetic properties such as g- and hyperfine

tensors. DFT methods has proven useful and fairly accurate for
calculations of EPR parameters of lighter radicals.54 Time-
domain DFT approaches have had acceptable agreement with
absorption spectroscopy and assignments of isolated tran-
sitions. However, much work is needed for the computation of
heavy main-group radical EPR parameters. Larger disagree-
ment between experiment and predicted hyperfine couplings
are observed, including large aiso errors.54 As the hyperfine
coupling is an electronic core property, it is critical that all-
electron basis sets are used and the recent development of
relativistic contracted basis sets for the employment with rela-
tivistic approximation of heavier elements has shown potential
to improve the accuracy of calculated EPR properties.55

In the future, as more stable heavy main-group radicals are
isolated, both EPR and its advanced techniques will continue
to shed light on the electronic structure of the radical centre.
The techniques ability to probe both the electronic and mag-
netic structure through the g-tensor and hyperfine inter-
actions, respectively, yields valuable insight for the electronic
and geometric structure of the radical centre. New approaches
in synthesis will allow for continued tuning of the electronic
structure of these radicals and influence their reactivity, all to
be probed by EPR spectroscopy.
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